PRE-ENROLLMENT REQUIREMENTS

The following undergraduate courses are pre-enrollment requirements for the MPA Bridge program and should be completed prior to applying:

- Introduction to Microeconomics or Macroeconomics (ECO 304K/L or the equivalent)
- Statistics (a major-specific statistics course is acceptable)
- Introduction to Financial Accounting (ACC 311 or the equivalent, including ACC 310F)
- Introduction to Managerial Accounting (ACC 312 or the equivalent, including ACC 310F)

Non-McCombs students who wish to enroll in ACC 311 or ACC 312 at Texas McCombs should visit the BBA Program Office website for details on enrolling. BBA courses that are typically restricted to Texas McCombs students are available to all UT students during the summer.

Non-McCombs students can fulfill both the ACC 311 and ACC 312 requirements by taking ACC 310F, which is a course offering in the business minor for non-business students and the McCombs Summer Institute.

For UT economics majors, the Business Economics Option Program is highly recommended as an option to fulfill the accounting course requirements.

Pre-enrollment requirements may also be completed at a community college and transferred to UT Austin. Use UT’s automated transfer equivalency system to determine course equivalencies.

*Completing all pre-enrollment courses before applying will greatly strengthen your application. However, if you are a high-achieving applicant and are lacking a pre-enrollment requirement, you may still apply to the MPA Bridge program. If you are admitted, we expect you to complete the outstanding requirement before enrolling in MPA classes.